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Energy Care is a reputed company for quality repair and rewinding
of large capacity, high and medium voltage generators, electrical motors
and transformers.
Our reputed leading company provides all technical services for power generation
plants including rehabilitation, repair, major overhaul and spare parts supply.
Moreover, we have been involved in repairing and rewinding HV&MV large capacity
generators, motors, and transformers since1989, fulﬁlling high quality requirements.
Our cuﬆomers liﬆ covers various heavy induﬆry ﬁelds, such as Power Stations,
cement Plants, Oil Induﬆries, Water Sources and Major Stations.
We enjoy an excellent reputation among our cuﬆomers in both public and private sectors
for high quality supplied services, and for tackling and challenging jobs successfully.
Our company is supported by highly skilled and quality focused workforce and managed
by well-qualiﬁed engineers (some of them have about four decades in ﬁeld and workshop
experience).
In our work, we adhere to the lateﬆ version of EASA ANSI/EASA AR100 Standard:
“Recommended Practice for Repair of Rotating Electrical Apparatus”.
This experience and perseverance has culminated by obtaining the
ISO 9001- 2008 Certiﬁcation in manufacture and sales of MV electrical coils
for generators & motors.
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General outline of the referenced executed works:
We had already carried out successfully repair, rewinding, re-insulation,
redesigning and modiﬁcation of HV & MV machines and equipment:
- Generators: Up to 15 kV \ 267 MVA.
- Motors: Up to 11 kV \ 5500 KW.
- Power Transformer: Up to 275 MVA.
These abilities gave the Client (mentioned in our attached reference liﬆ)
an opportunity to perform a comprehensive overhaul with one order at one shop.
Our services are supplied by qualiﬁed experts and technicians either on the
working site or in our own specialized workshops.
Key experience-Ability &Capability:
In order to reduce the risk of failure, we oﬀer regular diagnoﬆics, preventive
maintenance and inspections.
The inspection is carried out in accordance with a developed and agreed schedule
with the client need or based on provisions set out in the contract.
The duly and regularly carried out on-site machinery inspections allow to avoid
coﬆly failures and production downtime.
On the basis of obtained data, during inspections of machinery in operation, we
commit to provide the possibility of equipment upgrade or replace if required,
to our client.
Our scope of intereﬆed tasks covers the following ﬁelds:
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I-Power Plants services:
Providing services of maintenance, repair and major overhaul of generators,
transformers, electric motors, and gas turbines, including supplying
all kinds of spare parts.
These activities and tasks cover:
-15 kV voltage and up to 160 MVA power, GT generators.
-15 kV voltage and up to 267 MVA power, ST generators.
The services that we proceed include:
-New coil manufacturing.
-Coils re-inﬆallation.
-Stator rewinding.
-Retaining rings & Slip rings NDT inspection.
-Rotor repair and rewinding.
-Bearings & Oil seals repair.
-All essential electrical teﬆs including ﬁnal teﬆs.
-Generator disassembly \ reassembly.
II-Diﬆribution Subﬆation services:
Supply, inﬆallation and maintenance services for all Diﬆribution Subﬆation
components including:
- Transformers & Bus bars.
- Out coming Feeders.
- Switchgears & Switching mechanisms (Switches, Fuses, and circuit breaker).
- Surge Voltage Protection
III-AC/DC rotating machinery repairs & overhaul:
Energy Care is able to perform repairs and provide maintenance
and overhaul services for a wide range of /F/ & /H/ classes electrical rotating
machines.
The AC/DC rotating machines to be involved cover:
A.Generators:
All kinds of generators, including diesel & turbine driven generators
with wide range of capacities
B.Motors:
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Wide range capacities electric motors including MV-AC motors and MV-AC
motors such as traction motors.
C. Other special duty machines.
Repairs and maintenance services may consiﬆ of the following activities:
1-Stator Winding:
- Generator major overhauling.
- Completely manufacturing new coils.
- Redesigning and rewinding for upper rated capacity.
- Redesigning and rewinding in order to change speed and voltage.
- Complete rewinding with new F class insulated ﬆator coils
and H class turn insulation.
2-Rotor Winding (Wound Rotor):
- Redesigning and rewinding for upper rated capacity.
- Redesigning and rewinding in order to change speed and voltage.
- Complete rewinding with new F class insulated rotor coils.
- Retaining rings & slip rings inspection.
3-Rotor Winding (Cage Rotor):
- Complete rewinding with new rotor bars.
- Redesigning winding end rings to ensure no failure at the brazed joints.
- Redesigning end pressure plates to prevent fatigue failure of the end laminations.
- Redesigning in order to replace aluminum rotor bars by copper bars.
4-Stator and Rotor Core:
- Complete removal and repair.
- Re-varnishing and reﬆacking of core laminations.
5- Other various activities and services:
- Repair and maintenance of power equipment.
- Inspections and repairs package.
- Mechanical Works
- Conﬆruction and reconditioning of motor mechanical parts.
- Welding, machining, and legalization.
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- Bearings molding and manufacture.
- Shafts & bearings replacement.
- Replacement & modiﬁcation of end shields, grease cups,
and bearing housings etc.
- Redesigning for conversion purposes of sleeve bearings to antifriction bearings.
- Redesigning, manufacture, and fabrication of cooling fans and heat exchangers.
- Redesigning conversion of open type cooling into closed type cooling including
- Balancing.
- Comprehensive motor diagnosis along with switching node diagnosis.
- Comprehensive diagnosis for machines refurbishment purposes.
- All site preparation and mobilization including fabrication of lifting ﬆructure,
special tools, and formwork activities.
- Transportation, assembly & dis assembly services.
- Spare parts Supply.
- Technical consultancy
IV-AC/DC rotating machinery diagnosis:
After each complete repair and overhaul, we conduct ﬆandard acceptance teﬆs
on the machinery, including:
- Strength teﬆ of the insulation syﬆem.
- Electrical teﬆs on winding, magnetic core, and insulation syﬆem.
- Diagnoﬆic teﬆs of bearing units with vibration measurement and analysis, using
permitted vibro-Acouﬆic diagnoﬆic equipment
- Thermal imaging diagnoﬆic teﬆ.
Illuﬆrations:
*All a\ m diagnoﬆic teﬆs are conducted by experienced personnel holding appropriate
permission of using relevant equipment.
*The data obtained is ﬆored in our archives along with the technological documentation
for later assessment and referenced comparison.
V-Transformer Services:
We oﬀer the services of all kinds of power transformers including
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Inﬆallation, Commissioning and Inspection as follows:
•Oil analysis.
•Oil syﬆem facilities.
•Teﬆs before and after repair.
•Transformers disassembly \ reassembly.
•Coils rewinding.
•Manufacturing new coils with all necessary teﬆs.
•Maintenance & refurbishment.
•Core lamination uprating and repair.
•Tap changer relocation, repair or replacement.
•All protections and controls.
•All necessary electrical teﬆs on coils, insulation, and magnetic core
VI-Supply of new machinery, equipment, and materials:
We have the readiness and capability to supply electric Motors,
transformers and others, from the Czech Republic or from other European
countries according to the cuﬆomer demand.
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Headquarters:
ENERGY CARE S.R.O.
POBŘEŽNÍ 249/46, PRAGUE 18600
CZECH REPUBLIC
Website: www.energycare.cz
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